
An’ the hoose on the hill where aul’ Sandie doth dwell 

On the brave hardy shepherds that live on the Dee 

Far, Far frae the Shiel an’ the braes o’ Glenlee 

Farewell tae to auld Keekie an’ Sandy McGill 

An brave Andy Demster that works at the mill 

Includin’ Lang Wattie an’ general McGie 

May they live long an’ happy on the braes o’ Glenlee 

Farewell to the steep rugged mountains of Kells 

Where the blaeberry lurks mang the gay heather bells 

Ye Galloway lassies o’ every degree 

I’ll think of you still tho’ I’m far from Glenlee 

Devonshire lassies are han’some an’ sweet 

Somerset lassies are han’some an’ neat 

But dearer an’ sweeter by far unto me 

Is my own bonny lass on the braes o Glenlee 

And now my dear lassie whom I do adore 

Your red rosy cheeks I may never see more 

By land or by water in bondage or free 

I’ll think on you still tho I’m far from Glenlee 

And now my dear master who’s name it is Brown 

A generous friend and a man of renown 

May good luck attend him where err he may be 

An’ his wealth still increase on the Braes o’ Glenlee 

And now dear friends I must finish my song 

For its now high time I was trudging along 

Wi’ my pack on my back and a heart fu’ o’ glee 

I’ll think on ye still tho’ I’m far from Glenlee 

Robbie Murray 
The Murray family had a long association with the Forrest Estate, Robbie’s  
grandfather Robert having been employed there for 38 years, also his father David for 

30 years and Robbie himself for 50 years. In a speech Robbie made after receiving his 
30 long service certificate and medal in 1952 he said that his long connection with the 
Forrest Estate had brought him nothing but happiness and great pleasure. Alongside 

his devotion to his work as a shepherd Robbie became a well-known composer of 
fiddle tunes as well as a poet. 
The poem, The Braes o’ Glenlee, handwritten by Robbie in clear script but on a very 

small piece of paper was easy to decipher except for two words in the eleventh line. 
After careful consideration I think they are “draperies and tea” which gives a clue to 

the occupation of the young man in the poem. More in the next newsletter! 
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The Visitors Book in the Heritage Centre this season has many complimentary 

comments about the exhibition, the stewards and the countryside.  Looking 

through it I have noticed how many visitors from overseas who have come in.  On 

one page alone there are visitors from Tasmania, South Australia, New Zealand, 

Canada and the United States.  Some have called in by accident but others 

deliberately to dig into their roots.  Some have been taken to the Kirkyard to look 

for a particular grave, others to monuments and others to ruins where their 

ancestors lived.  One couple were taken to the leadmines where they saw where 

their ancestors lived at houses 3 and 7 High Row.  Given those addresses 

nowadays one would think of a village or town but not a row of houses on a wild 

hillside. 

One lady from New Zealand has left us a series of letters written in the early 1930s 

from which extracts will be taken for this and forthcoming newsletters.  We are 

very grateful to all those who generously share their heritage with us. 

In June Reverend David Bartholomew held a conventicle on Garryhorn just across 

the burn from Halfmark where a brutal murder took place in Covenanting times.  

An account of this tragic story will appear in a later newsletter but in the meantime 

below is Part 2 of David’s article on the Reverend John Semple, Covenanting 

minister of Carsphairn. 

--------------------- 

Rev John Semple of Carsphairn Part 2 
Rev Gabriel Semple, whose first ministry was at Kirkpatrick Durham, relates in his 

life story (Mullan 2008), ‘When a student I had frequent occasions to be at 

communions in that country (the south-west), much countenanced by God, at none 

more than at Carsphairn, where my friend Mr Semple was minister. He always 

employed the most lively ministers he could have in Galloway or Dumfries 

presbyteries, but none was more countenanced than himself, especially at the 

breaking up of the action before the tables, in laying their sin before them, and 

calling them to humiliation for the same, and then in praying, confessing sin, and 

engaging anew at the Lord to be his and to walk in his way, at which there used to 

be a great consternation and elevation of spirit in the congregation. He gave the 

sacrament twice every year and as he had the choice of ministers, so the choice of 

the people in Galloway and Nithsdale ordinarily repaired there, even 20, 30 miles 

off. He was no scholar nor bred at universities or Latin schools. He had as much of 

an apostolic gift of preaching and in a thundering way as I knew any of the 

ministry.’ 
He was known as one with the gift of prophecy. God at times gave him remarkable 

insights into future events and into the lives of people who crossed his path. He 

made it clear that God revealed these things to him as he spent time in personal 

prayer with his Lord. He has been criticised for speaking of manifestations of the  
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As a further postscript to these articles about Campbell MacMillan in June a lady 

from New Zealand visited the Heritage Centre.  Her grandmother had owned the 

house now known as Glenrosa in the 1920s and 30s and in the 1990s her father and 

her aunt Dorothy had written their childhood memories of visits there during the 

school holidays around 1930. Here are some extracts referring to Campbell 

MacMillan and his sister Margaret. 

Campbell and Margaret were our good playmates being ages with Dorothy (sister 

of the writer Gordon Duff) and I and they lived only two doors down from us. 

Margaret, I can recall as being a really nice soul.  She was the older.  Dorothy has 

fond memories of her because she always stood by Dorothy and introduced her as 

the “wee town lassie” to all the village kids and got her “accepted”. “They were a 

nice family so it was one of life’s sadness’s to learn what had become of them.  

Both just 21 too” 

-------------------------------------- 

 

Recently, Mr Colin Kilpatrick, from Ayr who spent most of his summer holidays 

in the late 1930s and the early war years at Dukieston up the Forrest Glen gave us 

a copy of a poem written for him by Robbie Murray with whom he spent a great 

deal of time during those holidays. We are grateful for the poem to add to our box 

of artefacts about Robbie Murray, kindly donated to us by Mrs Mary Watson in 

2002. 

 

The Braes O’ Glenlee 

How sweet is the valley where Ken gently flows 

Where cowslips bud likewise the primrose, 

How sweet is the scene round each widespreading tree 

Where Phoebus shines bright on the braes o’ Glenlee 

Where many a happy long day I did spend 

On the banks and green braes of the clear winding Ken 

I then was as blythe as a lamb on the lea 

At the cairts are the ploos on the braes o’Glenlee 

The cairts ploos an harrows I threw them all by 

Tae to cross the Tweed river my fortune tae try 

I trudge wi my pack wi draperies an’ tea 

Far far frae the Shiel an’ the Braes o’ Glenlee 

The Shiel an the Fintloch I now must include 

An Gilbert’s wee hamlet that stans in the wood. 

Where oft I hae roamed wi a hert fu o’glee 

Gathering nits on the braes o’ Glenlee 

Farewell tae Craigshinnie the Shaw an Craignell 
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at Lyford Church and a plaque was erected there. The late Richard Briers read the 

poem, Lie in the Dark and Listen - written by Noel Coward. Campbell’s artefacts 

and some of the bomber remains are held at the Lancaster museum in East Kirby. 

This website gives more details and photos: 

aircrewremembered.com/jeffs-alfred.html 

David Seaton 

 

Postscript to “Aircrew Remembered”- Campbell MacMillan. 

This July my wife and I visited Betty, widow of Campbell, at her home in near 

Lincolnshire. 

This was the first time we had met since I was a boy on holiday in Carsphairn in 

1946.Knowing I was coming Betty invited David Willey, whose interests in 

Lancaster Bombers and their wartime history had led to his research into the fate 

of Campbell’s last flight. David had also helped arrange the memorial service at 

Lyford, Berkshire where the fatal crash had occurred. 

From his research, David Willey discovered that no cause of the crash was found 

by the RAF investigation team. There had been reports of their Lancaster being on 

fire even from an early time on their flight. They had lost wireless contact, and 

David believed the pilot was trying to make for the RAF airfield at nearby 

Abingdon as it had little fuel left. Their plane was still carrying some of its bombs 

following the raid on the oil refinery in Germany. The Church at Lyford was next 

to the field where their plane had crashed. The huge explosion had blown out 

windows in the church and village, some local farm animals were killed and the 

earth in the field still shows clearly the extent of the crash. The crew’s remains 

were buried at Botley cemetery, Oxford, where crosses record individual crew 

members. 

Betty is a remarkable 93 year old lady able to drive locally, use her computer, has 

a sharp memory and is quite a wit at times! Her nephew has taken her to 

Carsphairn on several occasions and as she said in a recent email to me “as you 

know now how much I loved the in laws and the life in Carsphairn, Campbell and I 

were so blissfully happy, it’s wonderful to have met again his relations thank you 

so much for coming”. 

Her home has some fine treasures to remind her of Campbell, their short time 

together and his loving parents Betty and George. Campbell is always in her 

thoughts, even after all this time. I feel it is an honour to have met Betty after all 

those years and that we could share our memories of Carsphairn and our 

MacMillan relations. 

David Seaton. 
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the devil and for pointing to evidence of the work of the devil in the lives of some 

people, even to the extent of accusing one of witchcraft; but he was a child of his 

time and must be judged in that context. 

When some Scots regiments passed through Carsphairn in 1648 in their march 

south to Preston on the Duke of Hamilton’s ‘Engagement’ some of the soldiers, on 

hearing that the Sacrament was to be dispensed the next Lord’s day, put up their 

horses in the kirk and went to the manse and destroyed the communion elements in 

a most profane manner. Mr Semple was not at home when they did this, but the 

next day he complained to the commanding officer, emphasising the vileness of 

their actions, and made such an impression on him that the officer apologised to 

him, punished those most guilty and even gave a generous gift to replace the 

destroyed communion elements. 

He was not afraid to stand up to the most powerful in the land. Thomas MacCrie in 

his book ‘Sketches of Scottish Reformation History from the Reformation to the 

Revolution’ describes how in 1653 Oliver Cromwell marched into a meeting of 

ministers in Edinburgh and harangued them for nearly an hour ‘in his usual style of 

rhapsody, and copiously interlarded with quotations from Scripture. The members 

looked at one another in bewildered amazement, till at length an old minister, Mr 

John Semple of Carsphairn, rose up and said: “Moderator, I hardly know what the 

gentleman would be at this long discourse; but one thing I am sure of, he was 

perverting the Scripture.” For this speech the honest minister was punished by six 

months’ imprisonment.’ 

After the Restoration of Charles II to the throne in 1660 there was a meeting at a 

private home in Edinburgh in August of that year of ten ministers and two elders 

from the Protesters party who wanted the National Covenant still to be upheld in 

Scotland. John Semple was one of them, and the only minister from south-west 

Scotland. They drew up a letter to the king ‘Congratulating his return, expressing 

their entire and unfeigned loyalty, humbly putting him to mind of his own and the 

Nation’s Covenant with the Lord, and earnestly praying that his reign might be like 

that of David, Solomon, Jehoshaphat and Hezekiah.’ The Committee of Estates got 

to hear of their meeting and broke it up, arresting them and confiscating all their 

papers. They were imprisoned in Edinburgh Castle and ten months later their 

leader Rev James Guthrie of Stirling was hanged. At that point John Semple and 

the others were released. Meantime he had had his stipend taken from him, and he 

was deprived of his pastoral charge. It is likely that at this time he was unable to 

return to Carsphairn and in the following years a succession of three curates were 

imposed on Carsphairn. The next time we hear of him is just after the Pentland 

Rising when on 4
th

 December 1666 a proclamation was issued by the king ‘against 

rebels in the west who had taken up arms in rebellion against the government.’ 

John Semple is mentioned in this proclamation along with about 60 other 
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individuals and the Carsphairn minister was assumed by all to be the man referred 

to. However he had not been involved and Wodrow records that on 13
th

 December 

John Semple petitioned the Council “that whereas one of the same name with him 

is insert in the late proclamation as among the rebels, whereby he and his family 

living peaceably these 15 months at Currie [just outside Edinburgh] in their old 

age, he being sixty-four and his wife seventy years, are brought to great trouble, 

craving redress.” This being found to be true the Council permitted him to 

continue living there, but confined him to that place and four miles around it. This 

is the only place that we discover that was he was married; there is no record of 

him having any children. 

On 3
rd

 September 1672 a number of ministers who had been outed from their 

parishes were granted indulgence to return to certain named parishes, and John 

Semple was allowed to return to Carsphairn parish along with William Erskine, 

who had previously been minister of Girthon. There is no record of Erskine ever 

taking up residence at Carsphairn, but Semple is believed to have returned home. 

None of the indulged ministers in Kirkcudbrightshire observed 29
th

 May 1673, the 

anniversary of the Restoration. All, including Semple, were fined and lost half 

their stipend for this omission.  

In 1677 he and a number of other indulged ministers were cited to appear before 

the Privy Council in Edinburgh, and on 11
th
 August he appeared before them and 

was threatened with death or banishment, most probably for attendance at illegal 

conventicles. He answered boldly, “He is abune [above] that guides the gully 

[knife] (an echo of our Lord’s defiance of Pontius Pilate (John 19:11)). My God 

will not let you either kill or banish me; but I will go home and die in peace, and 

my dust will lie among the bodies of my people.” He returned, preached in the 

parish, and died soon afterwards aged 75.  He was buried in Carsphairn kirkyard. 

He was so much concerned for the salvation of his people that when on his 

deathbed he sent for them and preached to them fervently, showing them their 

need of the Saviour and expressing sorrow that he left many of them as graceless 

as he had found them. He left a considerable sum of money to the poor of 

Kirkcudbright, so he must have been a man whom birth had blessed with some 

independent means. He also left a heritage of faith that inspired a whole generation 

in the south-west of Scotland and beyond. 

David Bartholomew 

------------------------------- 
 

Our thanks to all members who have rejoined. Welcome to those who are new 

members. We are grateful for all donations and stamps for postage. It all helps. 
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Air Crew Remembered 

Campbell McIntosh McMillan 

Born October 23
rd

 1924, died April 8
th

 1945 

Air Crew  

Campbell was the son of George and Betty McMillan. They lived at the cottage 

next to the former Salutation Hotel in Carsphairn. George was the village joiner-an 

understatement as he was a real “jack of all trades”- and master of many. Campbell 

had an older sister, Margaret, who trained as a nurse and later worked at Ayr 

hospital.  

About the only time I met Campbell was when I was a wee boy, my mother (Jean 

McMillan) and I stayed at Carsphairn to visit our McMillan Aunts, Uncles and 

cousins. I remember Campbell as a very tall young man, aged about 16, helping in 

his father’s workshop and driving off to the RAF cadets in Ayr on his motor bike. I 

heard later that he was fanatically keen to be a flier and in fact, because of his 

height, managed to volunteer for the RAF whilst still officially under the age 

requirement! From what I have gathered, I believe he would have spent most of his 

RAF time based at airfields in Lincolnshire. It was at RAF Swinderby that he met 

Betty Sheldon, the daughter of a local farmer and who was to become his future 

wife. Betty was working as a Land Army girl driving tractors. Campbell was a 

crew member flying Lancaster bombers and as a Flight Sergeant he was a wireless 

operator and air gunner.  Campbell’s No. 9 Squadron was based at RAF Bardney, 

Lincs. 

Campbell had a serious car accident several days before their wedding in 

December 1944.He collided with a coal lorry and he put himself in hospital!   

At 1837 hours on 7
th
 April 1945, their Lancaster took off to bomb a Benzol plant. 

On their return to UK the plane caught fire and crashed at Lyford, Berkshire. All 

the crew were killed. Campbell was not quite 21. 

Recently David Willey, a friend of Campbell’s wife Betty, first made contact with 

me (through the family tree research done by my second cousin, Ru Lachlan 

McKay).I was amazed to know that Betty was alive and well, aged 92, still drove 

her car with the registration plate D10 CMM - Campbell’s initials and used her 

computer for emails! Betty had married a local farmer some years later-he had 

since died. 

Betty was so thrilled to get in touch with me and we now regularly speak on the 

phone or by email. I was about nine when Betty says she last saw me on one of her 

visits to Carsphairn. Betty still grieves her tremendous loss of Campbell. They had 

been married under two years. George and Betty, his parents, never really 

recovered-and especially as they had lost their daughter Margaret who had died 

from jaundice two years earlier. Five years ago the RAF supported a Memorial 

Day for the aircrew which was held 
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at Lyford Church and a plaque was erected there. The late Richard Briers read the 

poem, Lie in the Dark and Listen - written by Noel Coward. Campbell’s artefacts 

and some of the bomber remains are held at the Lancaster museum in East Kirby. 

This website gives more details and photos: 

aircrewremembered.com/jeffs-alfred.html 

David Seaton 

 

Postscript to “Aircrew Remembered”- Campbell MacMillan. 

This July my wife and I visited Betty, widow of Campbell, at her home in near 

Lincolnshire. 

This was the first time we had met since I was a boy on holiday in Carsphairn in 

1946.Knowing I was coming Betty invited David Willey, whose interests in 

Lancaster Bombers and their wartime history had led to his research into the fate 

of Campbell’s last flight. David had also helped arrange the memorial service at 

Lyford, Berkshire where the fatal crash had occurred. 

From his research, David Willey discovered that no cause of the crash was found 

by the RAF investigation team. There had been reports of their Lancaster being on 

fire even from an early time on their flight. They had lost wireless contact, and 

David believed the pilot was trying to make for the RAF airfield at nearby 

Abingdon as it had little fuel left. Their plane was still carrying some of its bombs 

following the raid on the oil refinery in Germany. The Church at Lyford was next 

to the field where their plane had crashed. The huge explosion had blown out 

windows in the church and village, some local farm animals were killed and the 

earth in the field still shows clearly the extent of the crash. The crew’s remains 

were buried at Botley cemetery, Oxford, where crosses record individual crew 

members. 

Betty is a remarkable 93 year old lady able to drive locally, use her computer, has 

a sharp memory and is quite a wit at times! Her nephew has taken her to 

Carsphairn on several occasions and as she said in a recent email to me “as you 

know now how much I loved the in laws and the life in Carsphairn, Campbell and I 

were so blissfully happy, it’s wonderful to have met again his relations thank you 

so much for coming”. 

Her home has some fine treasures to remind her of Campbell, their short time 

together and his loving parents Betty and George. Campbell is always in her 

thoughts, even after all this time. I feel it is an honour to have met Betty after all 

those years and that we could share our memories of Carsphairn and our 
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months’ imprisonment.’ 
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Scotland. They drew up a letter to the king ‘Congratulating his return, expressing 

their entire and unfeigned loyalty, humbly putting him to mind of his own and the 

Nation’s Covenant with the Lord, and earnestly praying that his reign might be like 

that of David, Solomon, Jehoshaphat and Hezekiah.’ The Committee of Estates got 

to hear of their meeting and broke it up, arresting them and confiscating all their 

papers. They were imprisoned in Edinburgh Castle and ten months later their 

leader Rev James Guthrie of Stirling was hanged. At that point John Semple and 

the others were released. Meantime he had had his stipend taken from him, and he 
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The Visitors Book in the Heritage Centre this season has many complimentary 

comments about the exhibition, the stewards and the countryside.  Looking 

through it I have noticed how many visitors from overseas who have come in.  On 

one page alone there are visitors from Tasmania, South Australia, New Zealand, 

Canada and the United States.  Some have called in by accident but others 

deliberately to dig into their roots.  Some have been taken to the Kirkyard to look 

for a particular grave, others to monuments and others to ruins where their 

ancestors lived.  One couple were taken to the leadmines where they saw where 

their ancestors lived at houses 3 and 7 High Row.  Given those addresses 

nowadays one would think of a village or town but not a row of houses on a wild 

hillside. 

One lady from New Zealand has left us a series of letters written in the early 1930s 

from which extracts will be taken for this and forthcoming newsletters.  We are 

very grateful to all those who generously share their heritage with us. 

In June Reverend David Bartholomew held a conventicle on Garryhorn just across 

the burn from Halfmark where a brutal murder took place in Covenanting times.  

An account of this tragic story will appear in a later newsletter but in the meantime 

below is Part 2 of David’s article on the Reverend John Semple, Covenanting 

minister of Carsphairn. 

--------------------- 

Rev John Semple of Carsphairn Part 2 
Rev Gabriel Semple, whose first ministry was at Kirkpatrick Durham, relates in his 

life story (Mullan 2008), ‘When a student I had frequent occasions to be at 

communions in that country (the south-west), much countenanced by God, at none 

more than at Carsphairn, where my friend Mr Semple was minister. He always 

employed the most lively ministers he could have in Galloway or Dumfries 

presbyteries, but none was more countenanced than himself, especially at the 

breaking up of the action before the tables, in laying their sin before them, and 

calling them to humiliation for the same, and then in praying, confessing sin, and 

engaging anew at the Lord to be his and to walk in his way, at which there used to 

be a great consternation and elevation of spirit in the congregation. He gave the 

sacrament twice every year and as he had the choice of ministers, so the choice of 

the people in Galloway and Nithsdale ordinarily repaired there, even 20, 30 miles 

off. He was no scholar nor bred at universities or Latin schools. He had as much of 

an apostolic gift of preaching and in a thundering way as I knew any of the 

ministry.’ 
He was known as one with the gift of prophecy. God at times gave him remarkable 

insights into future events and into the lives of people who crossed his path. He 

made it clear that God revealed these things to him as he spent time in personal 

prayer with his Lord. He has been criticised for speaking of manifestations of the  
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As a further postscript to these articles about Campbell MacMillan in June a lady 

from New Zealand visited the Heritage Centre.  Her grandmother had owned the 

house now known as Glenrosa in the 1920s and 30s and in the 1990s her father and 

her aunt Dorothy had written their childhood memories of visits there during the 

school holidays around 1930. Here are some extracts referring to Campbell 

MacMillan and his sister Margaret. 

Campbell and Margaret were our good playmates being ages with Dorothy (sister 

of the writer Gordon Duff) and I and they lived only two doors down from us. 

Margaret, I can recall as being a really nice soul.  She was the older.  Dorothy has 

fond memories of her because she always stood by Dorothy and introduced her as 

the “wee town lassie” to all the village kids and got her “accepted”. “They were a 

nice family so it was one of life’s sadness’s to learn what had become of them.  

Both just 21 too” 

-------------------------------------- 

 

Recently, Mr Colin Kilpatrick, from Ayr who spent most of his summer holidays 

in the late 1930s and the early war years at Dukieston up the Forrest Glen gave us 

a copy of a poem written for him by Robbie Murray with whom he spent a great 

deal of time during those holidays. We are grateful for the poem to add to our box 

of artefacts about Robbie Murray, kindly donated to us by Mrs Mary Watson in 

2002. 

 

The Braes O’ Glenlee 

How sweet is the valley where Ken gently flows 

Where cowslips bud likewise the primrose, 

How sweet is the scene round each widespreading tree 

Where Phoebus shines bright on the braes o’ Glenlee 

Where many a happy long day I did spend 

On the banks and green braes of the clear winding Ken 

I then was as blythe as a lamb on the lea 

At the cairts are the ploos on the braes o’Glenlee 

The cairts ploos an harrows I threw them all by 

Tae to cross the Tweed river my fortune tae try 

I trudge wi my pack wi draperies an’ tea 

Far far frae the Shiel an’ the Braes o’ Glenlee 

The Shiel an the Fintloch I now must include 

An Gilbert’s wee hamlet that stans in the wood. 

Where oft I hae roamed wi a hert fu o’glee 

Gathering nits on the braes o’ Glenlee 

Farewell tae Craigshinnie the Shaw an Craignell 
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An’ the hoose on the hill where aul’ Sandie doth dwell 

On the brave hardy shepherds that live on the Dee 

Far, Far frae the Shiel an’ the braes o’ Glenlee 

Farewell tae to auld Keekie an’ Sandy McGill 

An brave Andy Demster that works at the mill 

Includin’ Lang Wattie an’ general McGie 

May they live long an’ happy on the braes o’ Glenlee 

Farewell to the steep rugged mountains of Kells 

Where the blaeberry lurks mang the gay heather bells 

Ye Galloway lassies o’ every degree 

I’ll think of you still tho’ I’m far from Glenlee 

Devonshire lassies are han’some an’ sweet 

Somerset lassies are han’some an’ neat 

But dearer an’ sweeter by far unto me 

Is my own bonny lass on the braes o Glenlee 

And now my dear lassie whom I do adore 

Your red rosy cheeks I may never see more 

By land or by water in bondage or free 

I’ll think on you still tho I’m far from Glenlee 

And now my dear master who’s name it is Brown 

A generous friend and a man of renown 

May good luck attend him where err he may be 

An’ his wealth still increase on the Braes o’ Glenlee 

And now dear friends I must finish my song 

For its now high time I was trudging along 

Wi’ my pack on my back and a heart fu’ o’ glee 

I’ll think on ye still tho’ I’m far from Glenlee 

Robbie Murray 
The Murray family had a long association with the Forrest Estate, Robbie’s  
grandfather Robert having been employed there for 38 years, also his father David for 

30 years and Robbie himself for 50 years. In a speech Robbie made after receiving his 
30 long service certificate and medal in 1952 he said that his long connection with the 
Forrest Estate had brought him nothing but happiness and great pleasure. Alongside 

his devotion to his work as a shepherd Robbie became a well-known composer of 
fiddle tunes as well as a poet. 
The poem, The Braes o’ Glenlee, handwritten by Robbie in clear script but on a very 

small piece of paper was easy to decipher except for two words in the eleventh line. 
After careful consideration I think they are “draperies and tea” which gives a clue to 

the occupation of the young man in the poem. More in the next newsletter! 
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The home of the McMillans in Carsphairn in the 1940s 
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